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step 1.

BBQ Apron

Julie Fei-Fan Balzer

MATERIALS: 
ScanNCut2; Scanning Mat; Middle Tack Mat; Brother Heat Apply Material (Film and Glitter); Printed 

Words/Quote; Spatula Image; Apron; Iron; Ironing Board; Pressing Sheet (a.k.a. Scrap Fabric)

Using a font of your choice, print out a quote or phrase.

step 2. Scan the words using a Scanning Mat. Then, choose the “Outline” mode and save 

to the machine.
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step 3. Add an image (if desired) to your machine to cut. (For this example, a Spatula 

Image was used.)

step 4. Add the Heat Apply Material to the Middle Tack Mat (facing down).

(Use darker black for the Film, and shiny for the Glitter.)

step 5. 

step 6. 

Perform a test cut on each type of material being used to ensure the blade does 

not cut the carrier sheet. (Since the thickness is different for the two types of 

material being used, a test cut is highly suggested for each.)

Scan in the film material and position the Spatula Image to use the material 

sparingly (if desired), and then cut.

BBQ APRON (CONTINUED)



BBQ APRON (CONTINUED)

step 7. Open the words that you scanned earlier. Group by selecting them using the three 

red boxes, and – using the arrows – select one set of wording (which will choose all 

the letters), and press “OK.”

step 8. 

step 10. 

step 9. 

Once they are all selected, you can group (the circle and triangle icon in a box), and 

then press “OK.”

Add the Glitter material (red and green were used here) to the Middle Tack Mat and 

scan.

Repeat the process for the other group of words.



BBQ APRON (CONTINUED)

step 11. Drag the wording to align to the corresponding color.

step 12. 

step 14. 

step 13. 

Return to edit the shapes. Temporarily group them as one by picking the three 

boxes, followed by the icon with the three shapes. Press “OK.” (Once again, choose 

the circle and triangle icon to group all.)

Now ungroup them, and move each set of wording (in order to conserve material).

Resize them together by pressing the square and arrows. After enlarging as desired, 

press “OK.”



BBQ APRON (CONTINUED)

step 15. Flip the wording by going back into the sizing section. Pick the back-to-back 

triangles, and then press “OK.”

step 16. 

step 18. 

step 17. 

Once everything is placed as you like, you may now cut.

It is highly recommended that you warm up the apron with the iron for best results.

Trim the Heat Apply Material to save for later. Start to weed out the material you 

don’t want transferred onto your apron.



BBQ APRON (CONTINUED)

step 19. Place your first set of wording down (carrier side up) and place the pressing sheet 

over it. Then press with a warm iron for a couple of seconds.

step 20. 

step 21. 

Allow the material and apron to cool a bit. Slowly peel back the carrier sheet to 

check if the design has applied. (If it peels up along with the carrier sheet, press it 

back down, add the pressing sheet, and apply the iron for a few more seconds.)

Add each design, and cut the carrier sheet (if needed) to fit to your apron.
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